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Theme of the term is Excellence 
 

This term’s topic is ‘ Fairy Tales’ 
 

Date 01.05.2020                                  Today is May Day 
Affirmation of the day I can fly 

  
Core and support 

 
Extension 

Phonics Guide time max 20 mins 
 
Giraffe group 

Objective: to revise Phase 3 sounds and taught 
Phase 5 sounds. 

Phonicsplay  Phase 5 

 Play flash cards speed trial -> pick graphemes -> 
choose all phase 3 + set 12 of phase 5. 

Review ea with Geraldine 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L6F4KRdhqak 

Review ay and ou. Can you write them down? 

 Now write ie and ea. 

Phonicsplay Phase 5 

 Play buried treasure -> pick ay and ou, or enter your 
own words. 

 

 
Cheetah group 
 
Objective: to blend adjacent consonants when 
reading  -mp, -st, -nd. 
at the end of words.  
-mp, -st, -nd. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7zUujg9q1cM 
 
Objective:  to sort words into adjacent consonant 
ending groups. 
Words at end of pages. Print out, read and sort into 
piles. 

 
 
Giraffe Group 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Extension:  

Read sentence -> read 
week 1 tricky words.  

 
 
 
 
 
Cheetah group 

Think of or write 
somemore words with 
the same adjacent 
consonant endings. 

Read the story ‘Little 
Lumpty.’ 
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Option - If you put the words around the room then 
ask your child to collect all the words ending in-mp 
this of more of an a active game. 
 
Phonicsplay  
Choose a game to play in Phase 3 e.g. Dragon’s Den, 
Buried Treasure, Make a match, grab a giggling 
phoneme. 

 

 

Literacy  
Reading 

Guide time: up to 10 mins 
Objective: Look at The Pied Piper of Hamelin story 
again. 
Focus on the ending of story. 

 

Literacy  
Writing 

Guide time: 15-20 mins 
Objective: to write a different ending to the story.  
Think of a different ending, when the Pied  piper 
went back to the town and the king refused to pay 
him… can you think what else the Pied  piper could 
do next? Write your idea and draw a picture. 

Minimum three 
sentences. Check 
punctuation. 

Handwriting 
focus  

Guide time: max 10 mins 
Objective: to form letter ‘m’ correctly-   
Start like a ‘n’, then up on the line( may be hard to 
stay on the line) and down to the line and a flick to 
the right. 
 Complete the ‘m sheet in the handwriting 
workbook. 

Make a moon picture. 
Use a collage materials 
to create craters, rocks 
and moon landscape. 
Paint it silver or grey. 
Write m around the 
edge. 

Maths 
Development  

  Guide Time: 20 mins 
Objective: to count in 2s, 5s and 10s. 
  
Activity 1. 
Resources-  Bead string tool from Active Learn 
Card 2, card 5, card 10.  
Choose a random card and count the beads in that 
pattern. Option to change the number of beads on 
the string. Repeat turning over cards. 
 
Activity 2. 
Before playing this game colour in the pattern of 2, 
5,and 10 in different colours. 
Game. 
Resources- hundred square, playing counters, die, 
reward counters. 
Use a hundred square and play using patterns of 2s, 
5,s 10s.  
Land on a number in pattern of 2, collect one 
counter. 
Land on a number in pattern of 5, give one counter 
back. 
Land on a number in patterns of 10, collect two 
counters. 
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When everyone has got to 100, count up how many 
reward counters each player has. What is the prize 
for the player with most counters? Which numbers 
are best to land on? Which numbers do you want to 
avoid?  

Afternoon 
learning 
EYFS  
curriculum 

May Day information. 
Twinkl All about May Day Information Powerpoint 
What did you learn?  
 Suggested activities-Dance around a May pole.  
Make flower garlands 
Make a poster about May Day. 

 

Physical 
Development 

Guide Time: 20-30 mins 

Warm up 
 
“Beans” Adult gives instructions: 
-Baked bean: crouching down on feet 
-Runner bean: run 
-Broad bean: stretch out wide 
-Jumping bean: jump with two foot together. 
 
Main activity 
 
-Take a ball. Can you pass it around different body 
parts?  
- Throwing and catching, first on your own then with 
someone else. 
- Stand in a big space, can you throw the ball higher 
and higher? Let it bounce until stops, then pick it up. 
- Can you throw the ball into the air and try to make 
it bounce into a hoop or similar? 
 
Learning to bounce. Can you drop the ball 
downwards and catch it? Drop the ball from your 
nose. Can you push the ball downwards? 
Experiment. 
-Bounce the ball into a hoop or something similar. 
 
To finish off 
 Move around on your tip toes, practice skipping, 
and walking backwards 
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Words ending in –mp, -st or 

nd. 
 

lamp           send 
 
  ramp          best      
 
  zest           nest    
 
  lend          bend 
 
camp          west 
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